Air Science Requirements
Offered in Summer Session
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sis should be though of "as merely
a function of the world situation,"’
Assistant Professor of Political Science Laurence R. Birns yesterday
afternoon placed the recent devel-

CONSUL AND STUDENTS - Israeli Consul
General Mordechai Shalev talks informally with
students Dietmar Demeter, left, and Phil McWilliams, International Relations Club president,
right. Shalev spoke in the College Theater yes.

"What we do have," he pointed
out 1,, his College Theater audience. "is trained man power we
are willing to share."
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For example. Shales.. cited his
country’s work in Burma and
Ghana. An envoy of experts were
sent to Burma to advise the people
in agricultural and organizational
matters.
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Crash Seriously Injures
SiS Engineering Major
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For the answer to a small nation’s development. "new countries
. look to Israel," Shalev said.

The Consul General’s talk was
sponsored jointly by the InternaAbout 100 Burmese families were
tional Relations (lob, the in
sent to Israel for a year to observe
Student Center and the In- farming methods. A few experts
ter -Cultural Council.
were sent back with the families
Israel is in a better position to
,ssist in adapting Israel farm help the newly establishe’l
Burma, the Consul
minor- Sh.i’e,
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cm iii give readings in both Russian
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ale Riessian poets.
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nailed to a free Thanksgiving
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in Los Altos. sian language or literature are welPlease contart Dr.
William Her- come. The talk is sponsored by the
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German. S.1S Foreign Language Depart moot
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Institute W.I.
The Airee-A
vi ind design, I
established in I
to train students in labor and ma.!
culture. he reports. The institute. is
attended by- students from all "me"
Asia, Africa and, recently, Smith
America.
Israel’s present "main mission
is to absorh its immigrants and to
increase its absorption capacity-.
Shales- said.
In recent years the Jewish population in Israel has MOre than
doubled, growing to a total of to
million. Of these, one million ari
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required. During the four-week
session, one and one half hours
daily in class and an equal time in
leadership development will be
scheduled.

Courses to be taught thing summer are Aerospacs
(two units t consisting Si
tion in organization for natl.
curity, Aerospace power oitu
tion, conflict in the areospace
and the Air Force as a professi

The second session routs.
’
spaiee Weapons, ’two uni
coursedcoyering warheads, ill,- s...s
.
struggle, in a speech sponsored by
ptInrit es of mt,sile
the SJS Democratic Club in TH55.

SJS Doors
To Close
For Holiday

context of the U.S.-Russian power

Pointing out the awesome destructive capability which science
!nes put into the hands of man
o hich has tremendously increased
’he complexity of international relations, Birns expressed fear that
the "rout" of the Russians in Cuba
-iight be a significant step on the
ntie
read to a war which
, hut can’t be avoided

,

Frosh Coed,
’Willing Manpower’ Boy Friend
Offered by Israel Admit Thefts
By MARGIE VANIAMOTO

The programs will tun hi urn dicating their desire to enroll in
June 24-Aug. 2. and from Aug the summer air srionee program
5-30.
before May I. 1963, will be given
During the six -week session. one first preference. Letters should be
hour daily in class and one hour addressed to the professor of air
daily in leadership training will la’ science, San Jose State College.

opments in the Caribbean into the

cterday on "Israel’s Foreign Aid Program in Asia
and Africa." His talk was sponsored jointly by
the International Relations Club, the International Students Center and the Inter-Cultural
Council.

No Spare Money

"We have no moneN to sls11,
. . . since we ourselves require
financial assistance," Morderhai
Shalev, consul general of Israel,
said yesterday elaborating on his
topic "Israel’s Foreign Aid Program in Asia and Africa."

Au- Fume and San Jose State, it characteristics of
manned airis a first.
craft. propulsion systems, chemiThe program would allow a jun- cal, biological and radiological warior to finish two years of lower fare. target intelligence, electronic
division air science- courses in two warfare. defense operations opsummer sessions of six and four erational commands, astronaut es
and a brief look at current miliweeks. respectively.
tary ’Mimi,’
Both the freshman and sophomore courses in air science will be
LIMITED
ENR01.1..NI I. I
taught during 1963’s summer ses_nisi enMajor ’I
sions.
rolment to 90 c:rics Students in-

The major stressed that the summer program is not an integral
part of the proposed Officer Education Psigram e PEP. now befoie
the Bureau of the Budget. He said.
however. that the student taking
OTHER KEW Ilit.MENTs
advantage of the summer program
In addition. In,
would be in line for the PEP,
star fen a teem or three unit course should Congress approve it before
each session in humanities. social September. 1963. The PEP would
;science, physical or natural sei- grant a 51,100 scholarship to stu.enee. mathematics, or a force
language.

Einphasizing that the Cuban cri-

he vowed.
The rapture of Bomdila, a gateway to the rich Assam Plains of
northeast India, was the biggest
Chinese Red Victory yet in the
Iriye that began from the northeast frontier Oct. 20.

S.IS en-

are

Cuban Crisis
Dangerous,
Birns Says

Red Troops and
dila to Chinese
appealed to the United States and
Britain feu. massive new military

iii

second

graduation,

Maj. Joe F. Tarpley, head of the
Aa Science Department and fille
of the original Pentagon project
!officers on military education
strew-Wining, announced yesterday.;
As far as we know, we are the,
first college in the nation to offer
this program." The Navy has one I
leke it at Berkeley, but for the.

Prime

Veterans Invited
For Thanksgiving

by

require- I

ener course to be offered.

Nehru last I
Nlinister Jawaharlal
fall of the key
the
announced
night
northeast frontier bastion of Botn-

It came in the wake of a series
Korea -type human wave of- c, by Chinese Red troops that
halmed bov positions on throe
-los inside India’s
daead
with Red China.
,
flomdila, an adminede-,:na., .
of 2.000 population.
and of the 9,000-foot Bomdila Pass
it controls, meant the trapping of
thousands of Indian troops further
north.
Borndila was the site of a i
!ember base in World War II and
iIS airfield had been used in recent
weeks as the terminus of a supply
airlift flying in U.S. arms and
equipment for Indian forces.
"Our heart goes out to the pen:!... f
Nehru told the na.,,n
11: ,nt surprise broadcast.
This sear is not only a menace for.
T’iv-th 7 :
MtifIllg, for Bomdila.
o .. not only for Asia
..I.. world,"
,
Pei! forees seized
Bonnh
miministrative venter eel
:.n. after leap-frog Ong
through Indian defenses on the northeast frontier,
and cutting a key highway just
Dant) of the town
Bomrtila fell to Red Troops who
tad sliced down from Sc la, a
strategic siolintain /Ass captured
Sunday by the Chinese.
A Defense Ministry spokesman
had said earlier that the entire’
Civilian
of Borndila, i-ii
mairt1 at 2.060. had been eViii,1eel in advance of the Red rapture
lie said an estimated half division
-1 Indian treeops retreating
from
Se la had been cut off by the Red
,.live.

Science

ti..w able to du so with a new sum- I
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for commission as

lieutenants

aid sought.
In the unprrreclented emergency
Iroadcast. Nehru pledged gravely
"we will see this through."
shall not accept any terms
...I1! the invaders are thrown out,"

and

tianstel

dents, who, in the past, could not
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"We have asked for massive milithe.
tary aid from the U.S.A., and
United Kingdom." Nehru said in
nation.
a .aurprise broadcast to the
the
He did not go into details of
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Faculty Hears
Budget Plans
For Colleges

As the time for Thanks_......
feasting apploaches, campus con’CernS are planning on shutting
down the plants for a four-day
. low ion.

NO VICTORIES
A proposed 1961-64 state college
the diplomacy of nut pl.:1
budget of $140.3 million was dishe said, "there are no victories. You
-1 and her handsome don’t create a situation which will cussed at a faculty meeting held
, dal themselves under be difficult for your adversary -- yes-I erda y afternoon in Morris
you give him room to step back ’Dailey Auditorium.
arrest. Friday following a series
,rareftilly."
Pres, John T. Wahlquist preof admitted tairglyries
’films cautioned that the issue
sented the tentative budget plan
led ariieleS
avees not Cuba, but the whole arms
...
Stied - race. He said that the great stra- to the faculty audience for L’, .The ginl
:;.;:11 St., tegic advantage the United States ment.
halter. 18 oi ;11; i.
was arrested in her college-ap- possesses in ability to launch nuc- ;
Included in the plan is a
proved hoarding house and her lear devices has made the Soviets search allotment of 5100 per
haeyfriend, John Wayne Dean, of extremely uneasy. and that "as time faculty member. This se’’
Sherman Oaks, was arrested long as you don’t have an overall ’mean a $75,500 boost to the Ssi.shortly after he called Miss Stud - settlement of the cold war." you research program.
halter’s home while police detec- are going to have Cuban someThe sum of $14,640,540 is stiputives were there questioning her. where on the globe.
lated for the overall 8.1S hodeet,
to
pollee,
the
pair had
According
Firm described United States a figure representing a seven per
hurelarized 10 homes in an ex - policy toward Cuba from 1930 to cent increase over the current
elusive district in the city’s north - 19.0 as keeping the island country budget.
West area.
-a large gambling saloon and sin
budget would also
The tent
:4/.11001 officials here said it was city for visiting Yankee gringos."
cnpus employees,
allow 1W,);
to early fin. the administration
both rio
ii1,1 non-academic
I,, take any kind of action, be- DESPICABLE DICTATORSHIP
Presot..!.
,,lquist reviewed
cause "We don’t know enough
Ile termed the regime it I:ugh-n- the Chanceliew s iireiposal of a salidiom it yet."
(10 Batista "a cruel despicable dic- ary adjustment for the teaching
Dean of Women Janet Douglas; tatorship. whose only virtue was
,colthl have 111 be
faculty
said she had talked with the, its iiVoWed anti -communism." and ,
- ate legislat ore.
freshman girl’s parents hut that said that the United States used
The plan p;-; Ies for a 7.5 per
it was too soon to sac’ what, if I In Cuba "that most lethal weapon.
cent increase .1 salaries of inI y. action would lx’ taken by the the inept, the maladroit ambassastructors, ass;- mt and associate
.’diesel.
dor."
professors 1- .: 7,!,,fessor salaries
The. pair told police they had I
Birns
revolution,
Castro’s
After
would inci,
I. -a’ cent with
isimmitting the he relaries,I said. the United blundered by not
tw. e\tr
s, c
s’,ps suggested
three weeks ago. "be- j offering the Cuban leader cash
,.,
;wedessors.
Isy
needed the money."
I backing, as credits were offered
More tlev,ici!y is hoped to he
- able to make the; Algerian leader Ahtned Ben Bella
,me of the persons’ when his country became inde- gained in the salary schedule Us
increasing the emphasis on rank
-1 some cf the pendent of France
’He police Mis:
-The difference was," Birns
,
.1..,
stated, "that Americans did not
bave extensive holdings in Algeria"
Birns cautioned that there were
V
too many rights" in the Cuban
situation a condition which leads
1,,onnie firmly ronvinocc!
iiio el righteousness, o I
a
’re’ ugh to light a war.
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Nothing cccl be open Thursday.
.ind the Majority et raniiiiis buildings will be closed to students, faculty and personnel for the entire
Thanksgiving holidaY Iter10,1’rile Library will open Friday,
alone with the Reserve Book
Room, at g a.m. The Spartan Cafeteria snackbar will be open for
cash customers that day from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. The Library will
.close at 3 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday the regular Library schediile will be resumed 9 am. to Ti p.m. and 1 to 5
,

Ed Representative
To Discuss Field
ington, D.0 , public schools. Jane
Hill. will diSCLISS teaching opportunities in the elementary, junior
high schools and senior high
schools. this morning at the Placement Office, Adm234.
The greatest need is for elementary ’grades. junior and senior high
school mathematics. girl’s physical
eeltication and physics.
Miss Hill will talk with inic,ested students in other fields

Talk Date Changed
"l’he Mai-quise Went Out at
Five." lay Claude Mauriac. will he
toviewed tiiiismrow. not today- as
announced prevt.ously. Dr. Helen
Ii NIaeare. ,issiStant professor of
English, wilt speak at the 12:30
book !ilk in Poorns A and B of the
Cate’’,

HATCHET MAN

ote Official
T lk s Today
To.! ,
oi

11 :aim Henn I
Clara Conn,,
..1,rs, will lie in CI

\PI,"

%vhN:

vi.Ie

’

Sullivan. sponsored by. the San
Jose Voting Republicans for today’s talk, will include such general topics as literacy. residency.
registration. voting machines and
election counting devices.
tiewill also attempt to explain
candidate filing procedures and
how position on the ballot may
affect voting returns.
A craduate of the University of
l’enn.,y1) :mice. he has his 13.5 in
II ’’’rums’’.
attended the
W11.1111Jii Swiltild 1,i Finance and

lona, out
5.15 men intere.-,c
tor a yell leader pi-, icon must attend the Rally Committee Work- collunio,c
suilivin has been registrar of
shop. 11:1G206. tonight at 7 pill
The yell leader workshop allows voters en San Jose since January
applicants an opportunity to learn
this year. Previously he was the
She 5.15 yells. songs and well lead - business manager fiat the Public
1116 0411111NA.
Works 1 /elm rt mend

Deadline Tomorrow
For Gam Entries
Fmtry blanks for the "Gorgeous
Gams" contest must he turned in
this afternoon by 3 to the Student
Union, hut the actual pictures of
the contestant’s legs are neat due
until next week, according to Art
Simburg, Freshman Class vire
president
The contest, sponsored each year
the Freshman Class, determines
which 5.15 male has the "cutest,
it not the hastiest." legs on campus.
Simburg stressed that the pictures don’t have to he turned in
until Nov. 27. the clay before the
voting begins. After two days of
penny voting, the winner will he
announced at a dance and talla
Nov. 30.

TURKEY TROT?-Chris Block. 9, sneaks up tr.. co.iple of gob biers in hopeful anticipation of a trukey feast Thursday. He is
the son of Emil Block, operator of a turkey farm in San Jose.

Ttossday Nov 20 1982
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Thrust and Parry
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EDITOR S NOTE Thrust and Parry
letters because of space limitations,
will be limited to a mavimurn of 300
words, preferably typed and double.
spaced. Lettrs eacuding this amount
ither will not be printed or will b.
edited to conform to length. The ed
for also reserves the right to dit
letters to conform to style and good
taste. Letters of personal attacks will
not bit printed. All letters most incluel the writer’s signature and ASB
number.

’Thanks’ Giving
Although it 111,1k be 1111(1411h In heliese. Thankiigiying its
not merely a day of turkey and cranberry sauce. At least it
shouldn’t he. Instead. it ought to Ike a day of real thanks gising
1,1 11.nt that the majority in other
for the 1111:111%
11.0 5.
comitrie- di*
Alter all. %slier, ilvs I all 011e enjoy the fr., if
that we
here eive Call one eitrak out his
povvevv!
wit!
I fear
N\ here else tail 51111. I host.t.
01.
church. his
n
11;.. "v. ti
0%0
to his own deI . so
sires and abillit
c
tries offer the choices so
readily asailaliii I,, is-, I.ratited. the mutt restriction, that
red.tinei speaking_ till..
inhibit the f orOo
trY still abounds si ill, right- and itrisileges that either are
denied or ,sre tsoll-ci-lesil us other t
tries.
In Os li.21 other iiiiiiitry can its citizens participate in
election- that aro I ruls free and democratic? In what other
colours i- lei-ure time so abundant_ or ine
so high. or
r
irieittitssi?
tIs.’ I iiited ’.’:tates has a lot to he thankful for. The
tit li..N.
had I.) pias for our fr. 4111111,
liven high.
els Teaking. Other
ol the 000rlill has.. p.tid
price for ohm% It
a inii.11
II/I JII awarerie-- id our ::.101 fortune and coo-lilt-rat
for their ’,light_
let ii
for our yorIblkeing and pray that others may
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Facetious Comment
Unclear to Reader

’.xn)
SS IT’S A 1.11

10th 8 San’a Clara

THE GATHERING (H,’ THE It HIFFENPooEs
There they go againall of the whiffenpoofs of the nation on fire with song
and revelry! As the college banners wave throughout the land the whiffen.
penis gather round for the sweet taste of victoryindulging in fraternal
nostalg’aand drinking deep and singing loud of the lovely taste of autumn!
When tf,e whiffenpoofs assemblerasiing their glasses and voices on high
you can be sure that the season is upon usthe season of rioutous color,
action in tile field. and family reunions. Yes, it’s that hilarious time again
when the doo-s of fall are broken down in anticipation of the wonderful
holiday season ahead. The present moment is bunting with vigorend every
patio in tile land is warm with friendship and guests these autumnal weekends. And every good and loving hostess who knows her whiffenpoof is well
supplied with a plentiful stock of Dr. Pepper because shit knows you can’t
along with a whiffenpoof when he’s thirstyand that he demands the
best!
Iget
What is a whiffenpoof7 Webster says an "undefined character." If you know
a whiffenpoof or two, stock up now on Dr. Pepper, at your neighborhood
groceryou ll be glad you did!

Now
give yourself
"Professional"
shaves
with...

I

tAi-,LA--Dst.a.S
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By KEN PORTER
Photos By Barry Stevenson

A HAPPY HOLIDAY

CT 2.0462
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What Are You Thankful
For on Thanksgiving?

of you

j

t

frewhnsan, political science:

Das.-

"I am most thankful for my chance to come
to college. I am a freshman, and in a state of
confusion. I didn’t realize until I came to college
how important a college education is. Education
is the key to the world, and is becoming more
and more important."
Glenn Amsberry, junior, industrial arts:
"I am thankful that I am living. and I hope to
he living for a long time. I am very thankful
for the opportunity to further my education at
SJS. We in America should all be thankful for
the opportunity we have in the field of education.
It is almost essential for a person to have some
sort of a higher education if he is going to succeed."
Darlene Daniels, junior, art history:
"I am thankful for my good health, and an
opportunity to attend SJS. Being an art history
major, I am naturally thankful for the tremendous Art Department at SJS. Most of all. I am
thankful that my mid-terms are over. I now will
be able to go home and enjoy myself during the
Thanksgiving vacation. I am also very thankful
for my chance to live in a free country."
Mike Hasty, senior, business:
"I’m happy, healthy and homely, and I live in
the United States. I am thankful for most everything. The chance to go to school, study what
I want to study. and be what I want to be when
I graduate. I am very thankful for my wonderful
parents who have given me many opportunities
and much love. Just being alive is enough to
make me thankful."
Pat Plaza, senior, marketing:
"I’m thankful that I am finally graduating
in June. I’m thankful that I am going to be married in August. This may sound silly, but I am
very thankful for my family life. It has meant
very much to me. I am also very thankful for
the opportunity to get a college education."
Leslie Sears, freshman, history:
-I am thankful to be at SJS. I like the school
very much. and am very glad I decided to come
here. I am thankful for the opportunity to come
here. I am having a very good time. I also am
thankful for the four-day vacation we are going
to have. And most of all. I am thankful that my
mid -terms are over, and I will have time to
study for the next ones."

Editor:
Peri:ale: my letter of Nov. 8
-.2,arding Miss Judy Thorsten-on’s "facetious" comment has
,wakened both of us to one of
the hard facts of journalism;
nameiN. that humor in speech is
difficult to reproduce in print.
However. I feel that after four
and one-half years in college. I
am mature enough to read between the lines providing anything is written there to read.
Has Miss Thorstenson meant
the latter half of her comment
to be taken seriously, she should
have prefaced it so that it would
have been clear both to the reporter who took it down, and to
this reader.
I am pleased to learn that Miss
Thoustenson is both a conservative woman and a conscientious
San Jose State needs
student
more people of her calibre land
I am NOT being facetious), and
legs of those who earned for the
college the title of Party School
of the Year." It was to the latter
type that my opinions were and
still are directed.
Judy Smith
%Sit 131489

tn11,.1 c:t1I IlIcts;,01 100 I:
creased sawk a raise in salary.
We seem to be contemplating
putting education on a piecework basis: If one teaches Id
students at $10 a head he takes
home $100; if he teaches 15 students at the smile rate he takes
home $150. This is not a raise,
but it is the logic of the proposal.
No one could benefit from such
a course of action I except the
rare professor whose classes are
not already at capacity). Students would be short-changed,
faculty would be overworked. the
general citizenry of California
would ultimately surer the dismal consequences.
It is my hope that faculty will
not exchange their morals for a

,11.1111
There niu,1 t...
swer to the tubliii
al ford "econonii,
Robert E. 1.ar.i
Associate Proteiwor at

Tail Shop
HIGH FASHION
Designed tor
tante Than Ararat*
or LewpW110.11
42 East San Antonio
Downtown San Jose
CT 3-7616

Larger Class Size
’False Economy?’
Editor:
I write to protest Chancellor
Glenn Du:like’s recent proposal
to increase faculty pay by having
faculty members "instruct larger
numbers of students."
Dr. Dumke undoubtedly is motivated by praiseworthy concern
over inadequate faculty salaries.
Nevertheless, he must also deal
with bulging enrollments, and he
is painfully aware of the already
huge cost of higher education to
the people of California. His proposal represents a compromise
between these three considerations.
A careful consideration of the
proposal. however, reveals that
it would cure the sick patient by
making his physician ill. In an
already overcrowded system, increasing class size can only decrease instructional quality. This
is true, regardless of any prestidigitation offered to conceal it.
If it still must be done, let it be
done, but let us resognize it in
aII 0, yriai ri4,1cs,ily And let us

Spa2tanady
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TWINVUE DRIVEIN
Santa Clara at 37th
CL 6-8144
North Screen
THE VAMPIRE
AND THE BALLERINA
TOWER OF LONDON
Neat: West Side Story
Soot’, SC’een

WHAT EVER HAPPENED TO
BABY JANE?
,
a
rnere L
.-v
-also- I THANK A FOOL

Reutefut

DRIVE-IN
CONV!CTS FOUR
Riot
in the Big House’
"They’re A

ESQUIRE
fformerly Mayfair
1191 E. Santa Clara St.
Phone: CV 3-8405
Now Playing:
An Academy Award WHnor
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SWEATSHIRTS
SUPER SMOOTH
SHAVE
Nivw we.tter-thso-wateraction melts beard’s toughness -in seconds. Remarkable new -wetterthan-water"
anion wive. Old Spice Soper Smooth Shave its scientific
snmnsimation to the feather-touch feel and the efficiency of
leirker =hop shave.. Melts your heard’is toughne.k like .hot
Iin ir,OlidS.
Shaves that are so comfortable you barely feel the
blade. A unique combination of antievaporation agents
rmikes Super Smooth Shave stay moist and firm. No
re-lathering, no dry spots. Riclwr and ireamier...giyes you
the most aati3fying shave... faatest, cleanest -and most
comfortable. Regular or mentholated, 1.00.
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Choose from a
complete selection
of styles
and colors
only

400 South First St.
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SARATOGA ro’27,

1433 The Alameda

14502 Big Basin Way
Saratoga

Two Great English Comedies
CARRY ON TEACHER

BEST OF ENEMIES
with David !Cron and Sordl

CARRY ON SERGEANT

MAKE MINE A DOUBLE

Clip This Coupon MOO

28

(sweatshirts w th zipper
and collar, $3.25)

california hook co., 11d.
134 e. san fernando

CARRY ON TEACHER
STUDENTS
STUDENTS
ONLY
FREE
FREE
ADMISSION
Th,s coupon good for one free admission to a currently enr011ed
student with a student body card when accompained by one or more
fully paid student admission. Both students must hove current stir
dent body cards NO EXCEPTIONS. COUPON MUST BE PRE’
Mon.
SENTED. Good Towne, Gay or Saratoga Theaters. Good only
day, Tuesday. Wednesday and Thursday. Not good Friday. Satiodet.
or Sunday. GOOD AT SHOWING OF "CARRY ON TEACHER
ONLY. AND NO OTHER SHOW. ALL COLLEGE OR HIGH
SCHOOL STUDENT BODY CARDS VALID.
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A ’Cultured’ Thanks

guides SLICII
Means.
grams as -The Gory
Camera."
Show" and "Candid
-The youngsters have much
more sophistication than their
ciders credit them with," Banminute children’s
ner said. "The
shows start playing down to
them with an approach like
.:Cow, now. kiddies.’ they lose
(oinpita) %%itliefi

Thursday, on a heehday uniquely American. people across
the
country will bow their heads and offer thanks.
The feelings expressed, though well meaning and undoubtedly sincere,
are pretty
much the same year after year.
They run the gamut of extolling the virtues of our way of life,
they express gratitude at the abundance of food we
enjoy, they
praise the privileges of citizenship.
We should be thankful, or at least cognizant of, the many
things
in
is country that aid in making life easier, more pleasant, dignified and which are still unknown in many parts of the world
today.
This should include America’s cultural institutions.
During its comparatively brief history, the United States has
built up a cultural tradition and heritage that still amazes most
EUropeans.
Few people realiae that this country has symphony orchestras
that out -du, in quality and quantity, the best that Europe ha, to
offer.

their audience.
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tgailizat ion, pleasantly :,,tomul
, who are surprised to learn that such
rat; exist in "the wilds of America."
I just the orcii,stras. but their leaders, too. reflect Arnetican
and determination. It used to be that American orchestras
had to look to Europe for a conductor. Europe is, or was, the training grounds for conductors, wanting to become well versed in the
Traditions and customs of the composers they perform.
While this is, on the whole, still true today, a number of rising
...tine American conductors are making their presence felt through-at the musical world.
The name Leonard Bernstein immediately springs to mind.
!fere is a man American-born and American -trained, whose ways
-.
lieethoven Mozart, Wagner, Tochaikowsky and many others
made him recognized as one of today’s leading musical figure’s.
Another is Thomas Schippers, scarcely out of his twenties, but
,ho has established a reputation in European opera houses and
ncert
halls that even the most experienced musician would envy.
OPERA, TOO
In operatic music, as well as concert music, the American performer, too, has risen. Just as with orchestral conductors, it also
used to be with opera singers that Europe was the place to seek
the hest.
This is not so true today. Increasingly, such famed organizations
as the Metropolitan and San Francisco opera companies, are adding
American name, tee their rosters. It is no longer considered maces’icy to travel to Europe to "learn to sing opera."
America has its own institutions that can turn out people of
the caliber of European performers.
America has the performers and the personnel, but it also has
ibis facilities that probably far surpass anything Europe can offer.
The Lincoln Center for the Performing Arts in New York is
hat one example. Other such centers are now under constraction
in Washington, D. C., and Los Angeles.
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THE SAFE WAYto stay alert
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz keeps
rdirt with the

you mentally
same safe re-

found in coffee and
Yet NoDoz is faster,
..r, more reliable. Ahsonot habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes

you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another lane product it Grove I sho1101111.

They will give this country
theaters, concert halls and opera houses with facilities and
equipment that will make possible the very best in musical
productions.
A roll call of today’s leading
musical personalities and a listing of the leading musical organizations would most certainly
include at least two American
opera companies, the orchestras
of New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, numerOUS smaller musical ensembles
and a host of pianists, vi.4inists,
singers and dancers.
America does have great musical artists, and fine musical
centers, not to mention the great
names in literature and art. If
thanks must be offered, it should
be gratefully offered to the way
of life that has, in a comparatively short time, produced a
complex of cultural organizations and people to man them
that the rest of the world would
find difficult tie equal.
MANI’ PENNY CARDS

OWENratORO,

VISIT OUR LARIAT ROOM TONIGHT!

Angelo’s
serves
only the
best cuts
of beef!

ENEMIES
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aka
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form of General Eledric advertising postal cards hanging on
line cords or repaired radiils and
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SJS Symphony
To Open 1962-63
Season Tonight

t

SY,

I

The 71.IS Spniihiens. under the
baton of Dr Gibson Walters,
professor of music, opens its
11162-63 season at 8:15 this esetang in Concert Hall.
Soloist for the evening will be
Jennifer Chase, contralto, who
will join the orchestra for three
liperatic selections.

Miss Chase will sing the recitative and lament from Gluck’.ua
classic opera "Orfeo," the rhythmic "Seguedille" from Bizet’s
"Carmen." and the driunatic "0
Don Fatale" from Verdi’s "lion
(’carol."
MISS Chase is a student of
Maurine Thumpsam, proftssor of
music.
Miss T1101.111/SOII was :rlsci the
mentor of Irene Dal is world
famous e’pee Ut
’pram)
who appeared reventiy with the
San Jose Symphony following
operatic triumphs in America
and Flurope.
51

The final work on the program will he the Polovetsian
Dances from Borodino opera,
"Prince Igo."
The concert is free and open
to all. The orchestra will repeat
the proglam tomorrow evening
in Concert Hall at R:15.

MusicDepartment
Schedules Three
Presentations
Following the Thanksgiving
break and prior to the Christmas
vacation, a flurry of activity is
certain to be evident in the Music Department.
Three major productions are
scheduled by the department for
Dee. 9, 11. and 13.
On Dec. 9 at 3 p.m. in Concert
Hall the department will present
the annual Christmas convert.
The program will include the
Sonata in E minor for violin and
figured bass by the Italian
Baroque composer Corelli.
Handel’s Concerto in F major
for Organ and orchestra will follow.
Of major interest on the program will be a performance ut
the Dumbarton Oaks Mass ol
Stanley Hollingswoith, assistant
professor music.
Performing the mass will be
the symphony strings and the a
caraiella choir.
On Dec. 11 the department
offers a performance of Handel’s
ratio, "Messiah," a work almost
synonymous with Christmas.
Soloists, instrumentalists an
two choruses will partiomate an
the performance at 8:15 in 51rris Dailey Auditorium.
On Dec. 13 at 1:30 p.m. in
Concert Hall, the departmeni
sponsors a student recital.
Selections scheduled to Is.
performed include the adagio
movement from the violin eoncerto in G minor of Bruch, with
Donna Lauer. Camilla Shelden.
violinist.

Senior Photos
I.,a Torre photo appointment,
for seniors are now being made in
Deadline for signing has
been extended to Nov. 21. Pas ments will he made at the time
of sitting, according to Bon tIll
La Torre bosun., manager

’rim.

STATE MEAT MARKET
Corner 4th and Santa Clara
CY 2-7726
Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS:
YOUNG TURKEYS, OVEN READY

FRU
PARK!

ian Jose State

AL S
EARL’S
18 S

3rd

SKINLESS WIENERS. 1st Qualify

ANGELO’S
STEAK HOUSE
71 E. SANTA CLARA

Lg_

&Barr itl
By

394 lb
454 lb.
654 lb.

BONELESS BEEF STEW MEAT
ALSO PLENTY OF DUCKS AND GEESE
FOR CHRISTMAS AND THANKSGIVING
Plenty of FREE PARKING
Whaliiteli. to Fr ’In Sn,0,4 ins end Bnasfing HOilS1

20

DAIPLIN-O

1962

SLenes from "Two for the SOPS:1\4’"

and -Taming oh the Shrew"

will be presented today at 3.30

November 14, 1941

rx,

in the Studio Theater, SD103.

productions
dranui studeras

These Studio Hiner

you remember your lirst
... mg ’ideation? Mine WIJA
In 1941 in Miss Muriel Smith’s knalit:,.:Lerten class at Los Feliz
School in Los Angeles.
November 1941: ’There was a little unrest at that time, hut not
much on American soil.
1 can remember Miss Smith teaching us to cut turkeys out of
turkey -colored construction paper so we could give our folks Thanksgiving presents.
It was a special day. I was not allowed to eat sand, or posh
Jimmy Dolan or yank Sheila McCarthy’s giant pigtails.
All around the cla.s.sruom, were big turkeys and pumpkin,
symbolizing the harvest. On the south win: ’,lass Smith had hut,
big hamest moon a ith a smile on it, fat-,

are directed by

Gene Bruuse and Ron Magnuson.
Studio Hour IS risermally presented on Thursday afternoons,
but it was changed this ’,seek
the
Thanksi,:‘, ma;
teecau:te
’it
holicloys.

sry
-. FAIRGROUNDS
FAIRWAYS
Golf Course

’111LNIiisi.fLust,

If 1 can remealtan I
’1, story ,1
Thanksgiving Day bath a. P
r
,
Things weren’t
land had only cloth, Colony wits much coiiii.
’.1111I1 ViT111.1dIer:
BLit these people p:
,ane devout, sot:, toirnble,
bit selfish- took time to
::-.:: survival -like existence, to
their deity for His goodr, ,
I can rementhe::
i
lump that started
throat, when St. -that part. She.
off her glasso.
on her (taints hurl. u’’
For scone reason, her mature
voice aiould WilVer when she
told of these pioneers’ spiritual
devotion.
It must have been contagious
too, because little Susie Ikawa,
sitting next to me, began to cry.
Some of the other little girls
around the 11.10:11 followed Suzins lead
Luckily, the recess bell called
a halt to what would have been
at wailiny mAi. But, isn’t it fon.n remember

d
Fit
PC..
Wins C
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V.ahas.e taken
crans Day seenis
on the semblance oi hicep-flexing at Muscle Beach, instead of
really concentrating on the sacrifice made by American fight
ing men through history.
But. Thanksgiving belongs to
all of us. Catholic. Jew.
tan. Islam. Buddhist. Shinto
is our pleasure to celebrate
holiday with our visitors from
many nations.
Let us hope they can learn
I,
Thanksgiving
of
our
meaning by observing Ame::.
college students in their remembrance of it
’,0410111r1rir
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Joe Kerley
"Safe Buy"
Lincoln -Continental
Mercury -Meteor
Comet Dealer
Over 70 car:
to select from
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n% Inn slip nn ut
size., 32 to 40 3.98

Puffy Soft Classic

SLIPOVER

over twenty seven years
serving Santa Clara
County
THE FINEST IN
AUTOMOBILES
WRITTEN GUARANTY
BANK TERMS

70% Lamb’s Wool
20% Angora Rabbit Hair
10/0 Nylon
col (-)Rs
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Studio Hour Today

TIM BARI,

el 4WD

Dr. Walters has also protaammed for the evening the
Mendelssohn Symphony No. 4 in
A major, the "Italian Symphony."
To open the program, the orchestra will perform Beethoven’s
"Prometheus Overture."

BUY YOUR THANKSGIVING
BIRD TODAY

EGE OR HIGH
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Spartan Poloists
Place Second
For the second time in as man)
ye.es. San Jose State’s varsity
v. 3Ier pint, team claimed second
piaso in Use State College Championships in the San Francisco
State teA last weekend.
Coach Lee Walion*s Spartans
splashed to wins in their foot two
outings before lotting to favored
Lona, Beach College in the finals
Saturday night.
Jim
were
first.
Pete
hon-

Two San Jose stalwarts,
Monsees and Jim Baig:h
named to the all -tournament
learn. while hator euard
Sago,- rece..e.I second team
ors.

By JOHN HENRY
San Jose State pulled a few surprises Saturday, although it didn’t
puli enough to beat the Stanford
eleven. The Indians won 21-9 for
their 17th win in 19 games against

According to Walton, the
surprise in the nominations us
the selection of SFS goalie Leroy
Farrell over San Jose’s captain
John Henry.
The local unit had little difficulty getting by San Fernando
Valley in its opener, racing out
to an early lead and finallj winning it is a 16-1 margin.
Monsees was high sewer for
both teams with four goals.

SJS.
The biggest surprise was the fact

,
’BACK TO PASSRand Carter of the Spartans sets to toss one
of the 19 passes he threw against Stanford Saturday. "The Rifle"
was only able to complete eight for 115 yards. The Spartans will
sit out Saturday and then fly to Hawaii for a game with the
Rainbows Friday, Nov. 30, to end the season.

GOLF RATES

PLEASANT HILL
GOLF COURSE
Regulation
$100
18 holes

FLOWER RENTAL
Permanent flos.er arrangements
and plants available for wed d ngs, parties, dances. Costs
on;y a friction of what it would
take to duplicate with perishable
’rest, flowers. See us for your
Pnral needs.
110W4 by ANDRE

2 Miles South of Story Rd.,
on S. Wh’te Rd.

33 E. San Antonio St.
Phone 297-1357

STEAKS STEAKS STEAKS
SPECIALSunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$1.19
Salad, Baked Potato,

Chic,

Garlic Bread

C (8-7)

S (24-21)

C (20-141

C (21.7)

C (28-211

S(21-12)

USC 118-151

USC (21-201

USC (28-8)

USC 113.31

UC (17-14)

USC

Wash’ngton-WSU

Wash (21-12)

Wash (24-19)

Wash (2141

Wash (14-12)

Wash (21-7)

Wash (211-14)

Oregon -05U

Ore (14-13)

OSU (17-14)

OSU (14-13)

Ore (21-111)

Ore (2321)

Ora (28-7)

ASU-Aozoea

ASU (24-16)

ASU (3540)

ASU (22-12)

ASU (IS-8)

ASU (28-7)

ASU (35-6)

Minn -Wisconsin

W (21.14)

M (14-7)

W (144)

W (28-13)

W (17-14)

W (12-61

LSU.Tulane

L (16.7)

1(17.1)

1(12.0)

1(21 -II)

1(33-6)

1(14-B)

Texas A8M.Txas

Irises (21-20)

Texas (18.17)

Texas (16-7)

Texas (14-6)

Tomes (30-17)

Tee (20-11)

MissoselKansss

M (13.12)

M (14-12)

M (21-13)

M (13-8)

NI (21-6)

K (14-6)

NorihwesternMiarni

N (20-14)

N (17-14)

N (26-14)

N (18-12)

N (27.141

N 118-12)

1(18-161

1(14-13)

1(22.14)

1)14-6)

1(17-7)

1(28-12)

Fresno -Montana State

F (13-12)

M (2044)

F(17-7)

F(21-18)

F (28-17)

F (111-6)

S.F -S.. Louis_

SF 123-17)

SL (24.17)

SF (31-17)

(35-24)

D (32-21)

D (1714)

0(7.6)

(31-24)

SF (21-17)

SF (2447)

D (41-6)

D (3244)

0(26.6)

G (211.14)

0(27-21)

G (28.21)

(111.21)

Freshman Coach Rates Players
Flankerbacks:
By filENE WILLIAMS
San Jose State’s frosh football
John Owens- -Excellent varsity
on a strong finish to prospect: Exceptional speed. outof the hest campaigns standing runner and pass receiver.
es of the school with
Gary Scardina- -Excellent defensive back despite size 158-1651.
coach Bob Sure tackler and a good all -’round
g
is the hest freshmen player
or
years."
l a:,
Tight halfbacks:
Joile, in his third year as
Bob Harkins- Real good varsity
"This
-.Witte mentor added.
prospect. Has excellent speed and
s crop has more varsity p,good leg drive. A top defensive
than the other teams I
back.

pit

rive

’ , - :anal by capable assailant
ant in, has developed a ratDaIt
ing system which enables varsity
Bob Titchenal to select
oe outstanding freshmen from
tch year’s crop.
In-luded in tit(’ 3962 ratings
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Alan IV Steaks

4th & JULIAN STREETS

PORTER
(0-0)

USC-UCLA

$1.24
Chile, Garlic

WILES
(0-0)

JONES
(75-38)

Stanfod-Ca,

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Sc_’..;:rday of every week
FILET OF RIB
Potato,

WILLIAMS
(92-351

HENRY
(93-34)

GUIBOR
194.331
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more.
Good passer and Ends:
girow bot h long in
Irs Cobbs Good offensive playshoidd lat able to help the
er and a fine pass receiver. Needs
work on defense.
I
.
ranner, fair
GOCKI
Bob Davis Outstanding defengig’Ite Wei. An out. I
good
a fine sive end. Hard blocker and
tackler. Needs work on receiving
peidig
ran all season with and overall speed.
16’2’ I-210 a
Rich Peardey Big
’’ii will los ready to
practices. Excellent and fast. Good receiver and a top
i
defensive prospect. Blocking coo at
be better.
aCtr5,1*CO 0 000000

Tackles:
Jinn Porter Is an outstandir :
%aridly prospect at 6 r-238.
and speed.
Fred
; -227

is ri in Another log
ga,orai and fa -t

ta

E.srls in the tirst smarter it
looked like the s -IS eleven nas
going to run the Tribe bark tis
their wig-n.111),
the spar tans penetrated deep into Indian
territo.v (alls to lose the
On one play. Jiihnnj I.
ran for a first down on th, ford eight only to have in
slip from his grasp to end the
threat. Neither team could , ,,,e
a TD until the end of the ’,genii
quarter when Stanford put ai
a 54 -yard pass play fin the T’

Ed Cummings. the Indians linebacker, was the big man on &dense as he turned in 19 tackles
The top SJS man was Joe Gibbons
who turned in 13 tackles for the

Lee us for all your bakery needs.4
/ Wedding cakes, party pastries,
birthday cakes and pies.
San Jose’s finest independent
bakery
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despite size disadvantage
1801. Excellent on offense and
shows signs of being an outstand- =
ing linebacker.
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Bob Johnstone. Good potential E
and should improve 162%205) =
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Leon Owens and Roger Maeini
Varsity prospects.
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FRIGIDAIRE QUICK -CLEAN CENTER

In training for spring workonts,
the SJS freshmen are keeping busy E
itting weights. Weekly meet- E
di
ib

COUPON

50c

Center:

In.

506 So. 9th, Corner E. William

rot’

conducted by .1(itle"
ginc the progresa made ’,j’ii-atason conditioning.

who served as Jones’
to fulfill his student
giaching requirements, was de-eribed by his mentor as being
ixeellent coaching material."
added, "I was pleased with
bel.: and I’m sure he will be a
fincui,thi school coach . -

Tic um:
,54t,-1,4p5t4Rsrs-tstszf )1,1

MICHAEL JACKSON
KEWB

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
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Juicy Hot Dogs
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SAY A -H-H-H!
OPEN WIDE andCuke!

Get that ft fre.shirty new jech,,d

ol

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

King Size Hamburger
"A Meal In Itself"

for Grodirul
dashing selection of
pants. Slim. slimmer or dim.
most ... whether you’re $
looking for the hottest catnpus styles or cling to traditional tastes, you’ll find it at
Grodins Rams Head Shan
. from as low as

99
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2801 STEVENS CREEK BLVD
Monday thru Friday 9:30 to 9:30. Saturday 9:30 to 5:30

VALLEY FAIR
HOU/$

Bottled under authority of Tha Coca-Cola Company by Coca-Cola Etc.’.ng Company of San Jose
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The Spartans were igiag
for the game. The plavei- g e
top stud and cut to untie! the
Stanford Pies en

For his work attaInst Stanford.
Roberts was named outstanding
back in the game. Frank Putt Sued4 of Stanford earned top
honors ;
if the !Meissen. TI,.’
big Stanford end scented all Ai% er
the field as he caught tn. passes
and assisted on numerous
tackles.

Rich Webber -Good speed and
size t6’2"-2101. Good varsity pros pect.
Excellent prospect

et

Colletto continued to twist and
squirm past the opposition as hi
turned in a punt return of 51,
yards against the Indians.

Roger Miller Excellent varsity
prospect if he can lick the -battle
of the hooks.- At 6%210, is the best
lineman on the freshman team.

Guards:
itk.h Watts

Spartans. WA Thomas ’,go,
and Fred Entel with 11 ag.,
ed in some brilliant rlefcraj
.
for SJS.

This was the third longest run
for Roberts this year. Earlier in
the year he ripped off gains of 92
yards, against New Mexico and 71
against 1.7OP.

Bill Wilsey A top prospect at
Dents,. Parker- -Injured most ot
the season. Could develop into a 6’1" and 200 pounds. Very versa- =
tile, can play guard, tackle Or E.
fine varsity halfback.
tig3hitikeentplascoe,
Fullback:
Has varsity poExcellent
Harraway
Charley
6%200 pounds.
, prospect: At 62%212 pounds, he tential
George Ruby- -Varsity prospect,
is big and strong. Should see a
lot of varsity action as a sopho- is 510 and 205 pounds.

t.

C’,f

yarda to the Indians as Gies
were able to muse ahead all aftcilium. The team aserage per
carry was 3.5.
On the other hand the passing
’attack was held down by Stan ;ford’s secondary who picked off
two of SJS’ passes. The Spartans’
Rand Carter was only able to complete eight of 19 passes Ira 113

that the Spai tans were able to run yards.
through the big Indian line. PreSJS did provide some surprises
game theorists had said that SJS Both Roberts and Jerry Collett,"
base to go to the air in order to tried their hands at throwing, although neither completed a pass.
move the ball against the Tribe.
Roberts wax the first of the
However, San Jose gained more
two to go to the ad as he took
yardage on the ground that it did
a handoff from garter and rolled
in the air. The Spartans went for to the right and theess a pass
144 yards rushing against 115 pass- on the run to Pete Demos.
ing. The big gun for the SJS sqaud
Colletto surprised Stanford later
was little Walt Roberts who gained
in the game as he rolled out to the
61 yards in eight plays for a 7.6
left and threw the ball left-handed
average.
It was incomplete. Earlier Roberts
The Spartans lost only 33
rolled out on the pass option play
and took the ball around right end
for 56 yards.

Spartan Daily Grid Selections

0-, ndDallas

Salad, Baked

la

IF

team.

SPECIAL

7

Surprises Didn’t Help SE,
Stanford Took 17th Win

’0 -.

four men on the mythical seven.
headed by all-American Ron Crawford. Paul Zack, Murdock Frazier
and Charles Mack made the first

In second round action Monsees
It WaS the second consecutive
again was the Spartan hero, as
championship fur Liirt.; Beach.
he scored a goal with 45 seconds
Coi,..gags
:emairung in the Cal Poly tilt to
give his club a 6-5 win. The winning score was of the sensational
variety: a righthanded backhand
scoop shot by the lef thanded Spa: tan star.
Wagon was heavy in praise for
To SJS Students R Faculty
Monseeg Baugh and Sagues in this
MONDAY -FRIDAY
narrow victory.
The final contest against the
19ers was almost a carbon crag of
,he 1961 tourney finale, as the ginner.; took a 6-1 first quarter lead
and managed to hold off the game
Spat tans to win it 12-4.
gawford and Frazier were rage- ,j unstoppable. ’coring thre,
:oats apiece and generally dominating the punt play.
Monsees was the SJS standout
Con.n-*t^ce
- Two Co,ses ,sfor the third straight time. as the
All -Northern California forward
lassed in thief, goals. Baugh scored
’he other marker and turned in a
insive effort.
described as "the most
.-ated player in the tourna., r,
by Walton. also turned in ;t

CYPRESS GREENS
GOLF COURSE
Regulation
SC
2600 yd
par 3

-

Tlesrlay Nov 2f1 12

JS,

Six Spartans Compete in NCAA Finals
Spartan Harriers Take
Lumps With Top Honors
Os .11.81t1 1.1 IltiJit
-n t all rungs to run with.
I cross country team in
n Even the name "cross
’sands unbearable.
But San Jose State distance runthe
net’s take the larva’s along with
honor’s. and the results are evident.
Si, tar this ;sear, coach Dean
Miller’s cress has easily :meld
hiSt est
all Its meets. It sroireil the

lee
p
’’i
,ei
hoc
in.

aMount ot points ,’*,’r al the
his it/Uinta:it
Long ikeaell Slide
21(1. ridded Stanford .it the

111-ane

anyiime

Ileys
irs.
Week

839 Almaden

%hell shit 11,1111 is
far ahead of the 1961 NCAA runners-up.
In cross country, just running
and getting in shape is not enough.
After the runners are in condition,
they have to push themselves even
beyond what seems their limits.
But Miller is dubious if there is
a limi 1. "When I first started
eoaching, I was worried 25 miles
wrel: v.ra, too much," he said
I51t111n the last five years, III’
IIIITC:14,,1 his t it Ills
running
Irian 50-60 miles it vei14 i0 nearIs 90
’lid’.
i means an Millshims! has to run oserIII miles
a day. "Anil this doesn’t mean a
runner can quit for the sseekend," Miller added.
Currently the Spartans are rim fling close to 90 miles every week.
Miller commented. "It is difficult
to keep my boys from running too
much." Some of them run five or
10 miles on Sunday.
Miller believes that a big part
in conditioning cross country runners is the mental aspect. Until
a runner can convince himself mentally, he can never break through
a "pain harrier."
"Beginners must learn to live
%sill, pain "I" forget distance running." Nliller said. .1tilf :iiiparentls, pain is just %that it is. To
tosere
this pain. a runner cannot let down after a race., hut
must jog around to cool off and
finalls push himself past his
limit."
I ’sing this principle. the Sparrun 20 quarter-mile laps a
,Ias with 220-s .,,t jogs in between.
The jogs alhb’ !hem to recover.

Bicycles -Unicycles
Motorcycles
New and Used

Go to Curtner’s for expert
repairing of all makes and
models, and for parts and
accessories.

S1.45

’OWN
IL
OPEN

LARs

4.1 THURSDAYS ,
7.,
TILL
9 P.M.

through gruelling

stork

the

liar teals.

Potato Bowl
Selects Teams
For 15th Game

IRTH

Long
lPI
I fAKERSI
13each City Ca dlege and Contra
Costa Junior College were selected
today for the 13th annual Potato
Bowl football game.
The game. sof aisored by the
Shrine Club, is scheduled Dec. 1
in Bakersfield Memorial Stadium.
A crowd of 20,000 is expected.
Long Beach is champion of the
Metropolitan Conference with a
record of eight wins and one tie.
Contra Costa, undefeated, won the
Golden Gate Conference title.

$1.50

N

lull

Spartans has

959 South First Street
Phone: 292-3540

1 -C-H

As a result, the Spat-tans currently are ranked the top team in
the nation by the Track and Field
Newsletter. Last year’s squad finished second to Oregon State in
the NCAA championships at East
Lansing, Mich. Besides this, Jeff
Fishback and Ron Davis came
away with All-American honors.’
How does a coach come up with
tedinV Mai soars
itwo
a row?
Miller admits Ile 111,,r vxpettll
I,, field such at team this sear,

Curtner Cycle Sales

’4120

raiment.. State insItatIonal
and repeated over the Cards
at Stanford by u 19-40 margin.

431

Cars available to be driven
to C.,L gon. Call 294-4243.

IN. Goulden & Associates

ent
’Intl

ER

1111111111111’

SJS Runs at Stanford’s
Coast Championships

"Most of inn. men could 1.11.1i1
run to San Francisco,"
\Ilk! :11111 1111114i
corrected himself adding, "probably to Sacramento." 11
I. NMI/U.-11,
Frallekel) is 511 111111, :111,1,i.
Sacramenton 125 miles.
Of course, a runner can overdo
himself. One of the top (rush men.
Diet Kraus, did just that and
pulled at leg muscle. Until that
time, Kraus had been the first man
on the (rush team and was also
on the top 10 "Bandits."
Another method the Spartans
use is not to double up on men
in successive meets. If a freshman
runs with the varsity on Thursday,
he will not repeat on Saturday.
"It simply takes too much out of
a man," Miller explained.
With the hard work and consequent victories, the Spartans have
a spirit unequalled. Consider the
Sacramento State meet when the
Spartans won handily running
through angle-deep water, which
accumulated after 36 hours of continuous downpour.
The ultimate goal this year
again the NCAA finals at E a
Lansing. which accounts for th,
S oar tn,
a
rlentirss
e
spirit.

Spartan Judoists
Garner 16 Belts
n NorCaI Meet

Jeff Fishback
.51,arphs
Ron Davis. Ben Tucker, Jose Azevedo and ilinace Whitehead, the
top six San Jose State cross country men, make the long trip to
East Lansing. Mich., for the NCAA
championships Monday.

HORACE WHITEHEAD
. . late starter

830 Men Slated
In Today’s
APO Turkey Trot

2E.,

TOTALS

41

21

2

177

33 144

son jose’s newest most modern
9 hole golf course

Only Lighted Golf
Course in Northern
California
GOLF

al

your headquaters
back books.

for

BROS., DIRECTGIVE YOUR CAR A HOME ON CAMPUS AT BREHM
..
LIBRARY WHERE
LY KITTYCORNER TO SAN JOSE STA1CS
FOR
YOU
RESERVED
IS
PLACE
PARKING
A
For only

paper-

I so:’’’’’licp,iiring
Et erfhing

Located on 4+h across
from
Saturday too)
library
129 F,

BLVD
;30 to 5:0

per month

a
fur the

Oil Change --

Auto

&Am gnu

lopenall day
1423(

$10"

Inside Parking

e

6
7

MON

*

9.hole golf course
*

THRU FRI

.75c. with A.S.B. Card

putting grcen,

*

miniature golf

*

snack bar

ALMA GOLF COURSE
445

W. Alma 54

Son Jose

Milk
3.5

31
24

Ils the

GROWiNGEST!
TOTALS

37 173

50 210

INDIVIDUAL

SJS

3.5

STATISTICS
PASSING
Aft Cp Int ’I’d, TD Avg
-

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE
400 N. 1st Street

TOTALS
STANFORD

23 8 2 115 1
At:Cp Int ’I’d, TO

TOTALS
SJS

22 10

1

185

1

455

THRIFTY STUDENTS

PASS RECEIVING
No Yds TO ST NF’D No Yd s Tr
:

Tool,

8

’S.

1 on Don’t Hirst

to

MtAiran

SAVE
PERGAL.
2’

I I 11 11 I
DIM141.

&
3’

On a Major Brand Gasoline

REG.

299

ETHYL

31 9

Eiti.i% the tifilialas -1.1,,,
las eating at ’I

Fully Guaranteed Recaps

air taste tire
,
Tico s Taco and enjoy the the h
of Mexican dishes including taco,.
+.4rnIle- rice, beans and many others.

Blackwall Exchange
Most Sizes

rico:o Tatom
CY R-5266

students and faculty

$1.00

MINIATURE GOLF

Special Offer!

ROBERT’S
BOOK
CO.

Big Auto
Insurance Sayinits Announced
Women end married man 0.0.
a.. PI Ina 213 diridatad, et art
01
25 (bawl on current 17 tAt.
Spat dividend). Sing, man oa,,
25 1252 lou 843 div,dnd, or
alit
of 2109.
trono,coo BodIly Ifiiut LI.bIIae a sot
2,oPorta DIMile and $500 ioNo 45
Payment.. Other corragat at coor
weal. sremos Paarnantt cam o
mad* onc to.c or lou
a-, a
tad’. Call or
aa to, la’ t
rrat,on to Goo’’,
Ce,,
tie Mol
Ava-., SY,’
REgnt 1.1741 -oa
t

YL NET AvG

monthly parking with
Uoff for
lotion of this ad,
the p
()
S
oic, good wi+S one Adve,,sonlenf only

(3,

Earlivr this year. Track arid
Field Ness s reviewed the nation.,
cross in,:ntry powers antl
:bean
Vilianos a. Ohio En,
scisit,..
Houston.
Kansas
and
Michigan State. the host for the
NCAA finals ’rhese teams Were
in addittun to Oregon State and
,t,se

ALMA GOLF COURSE

4

2

ICE YG

STANFORD

2

COM!

peals his team will have to ’iin
o -1,40 first mile in order to keep
up with the other team.s.

Football Statistics

4
I

a

:

’ii
University of California
,riford University. And the
:.f+ been far from being fb.r.

Roberfs
H Engel
I, 4, n

FOr

..

tu 20:09.2, anti then three weeks
later Murphy again cut more than
a hall minute off the time to
19:33.5. Bert Nelson of Track anal
Field New called the performance
"the greatest single ef fort in history."

Meanwhile, the last chance for ’
some team to knock off the SparStill the performances of Fish tans is Friday in the West Coast hack, Davis. Tucker and the othChampionships at Stanford.
ers cannot be userlooked. Fish The Spartans will run the men back and Davis earned All-Amerthat aren’t going to make the trip ican honors last year at the NCAA
:.
tong fourth and ninth
to East Lansing. The top runners
for SJS probably will be Gene
’
Gurule and Tom ’rtaite.
In s,-serail meets this sear
the four
ciao:sing 111.
The appropriation. $2,017.60,
finish line abreast. This dianidi
was passed hy the Athletic
strates
the "Spartan spirit... as
Board, Financial Hoard and the
eintril Miller calls it. Miss. -set.,
Student Council last week.
the team time is also important.
So far this year the Spartans
have earned every bit of that, and this is the sight ot the
winning every match they have Spartans In the N(
come up against. They have routed
,aal tiesuch West Coast opponents as 1961
iill-antoraaria
Fniversity of Southern Calitorni..

Three times the Spartans os.-: hauled the Indians, the third -rated
cross country team in the nor,’
as listed in the Track and
News. Twice coach Dean N1.!.,
harriers have overpowered
Bears from Berkeley. L’SC
Eight -hundred and thirty men are only manage two men in the top
slated to run today in this year’s I 10 places against SJS.
version of the Turkey Trot, win-,
But the important fact has
sored by Alpha Phi Omega.
not only been the teams the
At least this is to be the amount
Spartans have beaten. It is the
of numbers assigned at 12:25 this miraculous times such men as
afternoon by the Intramural De- the aforementioned hase turned
partment.
in,
The race will proceed from in
For instance. Danny Murphy
front of the Men’s Gm along San broke Max Truex’s record for the
Carlos Street to Seventh Street. ,4.9 -mile course at Stanford. He
Then the route turns southward I
anal continues to the Spartan Stie
Mum, where the runners will
charge over and around the footINDIVIDUAL STATISTICS RUSHING
ball enclosure.
TCB YG 4%. NET AVC
When they return to the Men’, SJS

San Jose State’s championship
judo team captured sixteen pro-I
motion belts in the Northern California Black Belt Promotional
Tournament at South City High
School last Sunday, in South San
Francisco.
Coach Yosh Uchido was pleased
with the effort, asserting, "The
;team won most of its events and
looked good."
Walter Dabel, high man on the Gym, they will be greeted by
Spartan squad, won the second turkeys, ducks and chickens, the
degree of the black belt, the only prizes awarded by APO.
San Jose entry to do so.
Individual trophies will go to
Spartans advancing to the first first, second and third place skindegree of the brown belt were ners. in both open and novice
Richard Ferreira, Mike Eisenhow- classes. There is also a perpetual
er, Larry Dobashi. Richard Gib- trophy of APO rand an all -college
son, Gary Hartnett, Gary Matteoni rophy IA- the Intramural Depart and James Pennington.
ment.
Copping the second degree brown
At the same time as the Turkes
belt were Bruce Brown, Tom Har- Trot. the second annual Allen Hall
ris, Harvey Kanemoto, Victor Kaw- challenge will he run.
asahi, Jim Knabke, Paul Petrich.
Right after the trot will be the
Bob Philley and Kermit Siehawer. Greek Relays. This is a 1.000-yard
Last year the Spartan judoists shuttle rare to be held on South
proved to be the top collegiate Fifth Street. There are nine teams
squad in the nation, as they won entered in this event with 10 men
the first annual Intercollegiate on each team.
Judo Championships.
Basketball entries are due toThe tournament was held at the morrow in the Intramural Office
Air Force Academy and marked (MG121i. Competition in the frathe first tourney to decide a col- ternity division will begin Thum day. Nov. 29.
legiate champion.
San Jose took the tourney with
Concerning the basketball league.
64 points to runnerup Air Force’s there are two meetings for basketball captains and two for basket 28.
Four Spartans took first places, ball officials. The clinic Monday
:is set for 3:30 p.m.. anal the one
in their divisions.
The locals had more points than Tuesday will be at 8:30 p.m. Both
the next two teams combined.
are to be in MG121.
’
Two events set for early December are swimming and f r ee
throws. Entries for these activities
are due Nov. 30.
Bowling competition begins Nov.
27 and will he held at the Down,
ling allestown and

Give Your
Cara
Iome on
Campus!

Ittft41..71.

4o!

!SPARTAN 11A11.4---.11

4th and St. James

748

Puritan Oil Co.
Just a Few Blocks From Campus
4th William

6th & Keyes
10111 b Taylor

Nov

7iiestlay

6-SPARTAN 1)% ITT

20 1962

Spartaguide

Ilellealleteentillealernemillee
TODAIV:
meeting.
Le Cercle Friuuals,
At pm.
caieteria room. A
Spartan Spears. meeting. Colpm
lege rruon 6
Lutheran Student Awnwlation,
meeting, Campus Christian Center. 300 S. 10th St 7 pm
Junior ( lass, meeting. TH55.
30 p m
Christian Science Organization.
7 rt0
el trig. Memorial Chap..:
p in
TASC, meeting, CI.I166. 11 30
ii.m
Plinsment Offiee. interviews of
persons intererted in teaching in
Washington, DA:. Placement Office Atirn234 9 a m

44/10/1/140144,mrourrovierr ve

concert.

Symphony Orchestra,
Concert Hall. II 15 pm

Protestant Ecumenical Counell,
Meth. rit.,t
luncheon. St.
and San SaiViiti.,1’
Church.
Streets. 12 :to Rm.

10th

Voung Republitituur meeting
C11164, 11 :to am.
Junior Class, meeting, T1155.
3.3., p.m.
Pre-Medicall Society. meeting.
HB4014, 7 30 p m.
Spartan Shields. meeting. TH20-

630 p.m

Women’s Recreation Associadon,
COMpeiliiVe
WG pool.
p :7.
Women’s Reereation .Aisroclation.
-

Viceroy Champs ’

ASB Staff Needs
pool. Secretarial Aides

synchronized swimming WG
7 pm
TOMORROW:
Rally Conunittee, meeting. TN 1;p m.
Student Peace Union, meeting.
C11167. 3.30 p.m.
Russian Club, Russian poem
reading, translation and commentaries by Dr. 0. A. Maslenikov.
associate professor of Russian language and literature at the University of California at Berkeley.
H5. 1030 am.
Women’s Recreation Association,
riding. ’AG par to 3 :to pm
Women’s Recreation Association,
hockey. field. 4,30 p.m.
On -he-ate, dance. IVG10. 7 p.m.

waiter

L. Sausrs, SJS junior,

Job Interviews

Appointments should be made Electrical erida...,
was the winner of $100 recently
ri
on Tuesdays. one week previous engineering.
Football
College
in the Viceroy
to interviews. at the Placement physics majors.
Positions as special ASH secre- Contest while Gene Badgley, sen- Office, Adm234

,..rlal assistants are open for ap- ior won $25.

Both Bob \Veers. ASH executive Dalbey, senior:
Goodenough, sophomores: Jon Guland Jeff Davis, ASH
lixson. senior; Loren Jespersen.
chief justice. are in need of spegraduate student: Dick King, juncial assistants. A special project ior: Mike 1...arro, senior: Herman
by Davis will require the sending Railloff. junior: Ed Russell. sophoof 1,000 letters to western colleges more and Art Simburg, freshman.
secretary,

explaining

SJS’

judicial

system

Weers said.
Further

Counseling Aid

NOV. 26, Tuendity :
Motorola Incorporated: ElectriDave Elkins. Sue cal engineering and phy,it, ma-

Winners of $10 prizes were: Art

plications from SJS students.

PAGE DISNEY

I he Occupational ": ,.
partment has set aside the
period
jors.
California Personnel Board: Civil from Nov. 26 until Dec. 13 for
’student counseling.
engineering majors.
Student advisers will he avail.
United States Departnient of
Commerce. Coastal Geodetie Sur- able for appointments to aid stu.
vey: Civil engineering majors Me- &lents planning their schedule,
chanical engineering. electrical en- for the coming semis:der.
gineering and physics majors may
PAVING PALAIIIN
be considered.

,UPI -Donald
Jf:NNINGS. Mo.
Aetna Insurance: Liberal arts
on a truck here
obtained by contacting \Veers or Duckworth manages a swimming or other majors interested.
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.: ’Gravel Will Travel.’
Davis in the College Union.
pool at nearby University City.
information

may

be

ST.

LOUIS

I.P1

Sip

sosatins.,,

’
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Special Dinners
for Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving
Special

Have a Traditional
Holiday Dinner

Your Choice of
TURKEY

at
Archie’s

Roast. Turkey
Baked Ham
Roast Leg of Lamb
$3.25

With all the Trimmings

BAKED VIRGINIA HAM
With Champagne Sauce

Complete Turkey Dinner

OYSTER LOAF

ROAST LEG OF LAMB

$1.75

II E. Santa Clara
CY 4-4850

With Mint Jelly
,or

901 Lincoln As.r.

lleverni061
your leader,.
"rake nse
SAFARI

11,

Jite
2)ay After!

CI’ 3-2204
.a

A

$1.17
$1.75

Top Sirloin Steak
New York Steak

$1.75
Mary Ann Gardens

ROON’t
5,neniwo.
C. e. stirs

-

I

SpecialFamily Style
Thanksgiving Dinner
CHOICE OF ENTREE

after Thanks; gisirig relaxed, without a
I aorry in the world.
a
I No meal to rook. MI disitr, to
I,
-- Just relax and It ISO
iprepare the meal for sou.

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
Free Parking

545 So. 2nd St.

SAFARI ROOM

after a d..

rt-4 .it

El Charro

FOOD
.134A/Ook.7. 4icka44

Cortruilt/OUS ENTER:1141110/1ERM WY
ItaT7
0..siCo.196
TUEs D’s "

you to come in and enjoy
our delectable low price turkey dinner
invites

11111

In, to, You to Enjoy
Our Thantsgiving Special

12 oz. N.Y. STEAK
$1.89

Baked Potato
Green Salad
GarlJc Breart

Crystal Creamery

1641 Mr Kr. Rd st K.nq
CL 8-0670

JOSC
..eszrze

.t.-,--.---

Itnast Tom T.,rkey fl SO
oismr droning

Alto Stuffed Cornish Hen $1.95
and Mesican Food

"Where the Servings Are Large and the
Prices ate Right"

We Start Serving at Noon
Co

CY 3-4570
-

We are Open On
Thanksgiving

7th and Santa Clara
CY 1-1611Z

1465 W. San Carlos

17 E. Santa Clara
CY 3-4661

SPECIALS

Students - come in and have
and
a delicious turkey dinner
T.V.
our
watch the game on

COFFEE SHOP
11

Ave., Sle

$1.25

CHRIS’ STEAK HOUSE

TOOKSGIVING
Prime Rib Beef $4.25
as !us

Sat.

Pl.,

Ave. CY3-7424

Special Children’s Plate $1.75

assorted relish plate, cream chicken soup, tossed green salad, choler of
dressing, coffee or tea. milk and dessert.

Vi.g.r.;4 Baked Ham $1 29
champagne snore

Friday

C.’

=.......1

Thanksgiving Dinners include

at

DANCING

Lincoln

CINTH111

$3.00

CHAR -BROILED TO YOUR
PERFECTION

Thurs.

$295

Have a Deluxe
Turkey Dinner at LOU’S VILLAGE

CHICKEN $1.49

Two airConditioned
Dining Rooms

...4020211

..COree#30ince-

from
Your Friends

RELAX & DINE IN
"KOOL COMFORT"

1299

.1

ir-t ’t rest

HAPPY
THANKSGIVING

Va144A
,1299 Lincoln

(Ii -Waveniti

lAnn Darling Bowl

Phore CY 2 -?200

......"=m0m1""’"’a

Thank -giving Turkey

$3.00

Monterey Steak House
1 595 S. 1 st St.

For
Reservations
293-7424

411..i.

with all the Trimming -

Plate s I .25

VIRGINIA BAKED HAM
OR
ROAST TOM TURKEY
With All the Trimmirgs

H ave an Old Fashioned
H oliday at El Charro’s
CY 2-3710
799 So. 1st St.

A-Agvzous

Pumpkin Pie

Special Thanksgiving Dinners

e at Bohannon.- are re-ting
; Thursday. hut yy-i:11 be look- Mc for von the day. after I 1, come iii and enjoy a
so orry ree meal alit ems.
.1.1%

Baked Potato

Complete $2.25

re"..9’...0:02.020’...C.r...CereT000V-.4203COTee.

I Spend the this

.I

ROAST YOUNG TONI TI
Orering and Cranberry
H..1KEI) VIRGINIA II \NI
With Fruit "alice anti Candied 1 ,um R(.1’ CROsS RIBS OF BEEF. \I* .11
U.S.D.A. CHOICE CH II STE kk
Chicken Rice Soup
Tossed Green !,11,id

t Illaysher

Julian

SJS Business Division
Largest in California
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Faculty Gets English Professor Reviews
Info Request Claude Mauriac Book Today
.

letters this week
Speakers Bureau." a
lee c’reate’d by the Facult)
I lolls. 11 to strengthen educational
vont act s tx-t weer’ atudents anil
laeult).
Faculty members are asked to
till out cards indicating their vcillitigness to speak to various groups
They also may indicate solo.
softiwasskthich they are prepare,:

"IT’S OVER THERE."
Mrs. Marjorie Grau tells Tony Leonardini,
freshman marketing major, the information he seeks from her desk
in the Administration Building. Most students usually query about
registration or about getting a bulletin.

Information? This Gal
Has All the Answers

U.S. Aids Haile Selassie
With Most Military Aid

TYPEWRITER

3 mos. 18

ALL NEW
DINNER
JACKETS,
PANTS, SHIRTS,
IAND
iACCESSORIES

.11 .11,01
i it t
iatti

60 Projects Here
Aided by Grants
From 20 Sponsors

B., isErrv
. velvet ,
,in parents who want
Somelsicij. has all the answitrs, to find where thtsir sore; or CiaL101believe’ it or not. Well, maybe not iers are at a particular time.
One mother railed Mrs. Grau and
all the answers, but this woman
certainly knows where to find most innocently asked her if she could
please run up to Tower Hall and
of them.
get her son for her because slid
Since she’s so qualified, it stands wanted to teilk to him.
ExTENsioN ricoGicM
to reason that she’s Mrs. Martian?
What did she do? She explained
The division cooperated with the
Grau. the lovely and capable that
,ollege extension service by offerstudents can be summoned
blonde who operates the informaonly in the case of an emergency.
classes on the extension proRENT A
tion desk in the Administration
AIN’ for..
ADDIS ABABA. Ethiopia . I I: investment 17.
...cam. During 1962 eleven classes
non-communir-4 s ’arid,
FREW ’ENT QUESTION
largest
States’
United
-The
were offered. Enrollment in the
In the course of her job, Mrs. I A frequent question comes from tary aid program in Africa is help- I, Brig. Gen. John J. Tolson.
conn.ses numbered 322 students.
ing build the forces of Emperor of the U.S. military assistanee
When the Occasion is Formal
.,..manity service programs and Grau answers questions for vis- I students who want to know where
.$)’4eri(l Stutli,nt Rob,
Haile Selassie I.
, visor!: group here, said the Ell..
,Ire,tal events are an important itors, faculty. puzzled students and the registrar’s office is located.
Wear a Tux From IDA’S
.
Jens
are
among
the
staunchest
have
fitrces
Ethiopian
Those
Most questions. however, are
part of the business program. just about anyone who needs infrom students who ssant informa- proven their fighting ability in sup- [’orielrs of the United Nations
kshops. seminars. conferences formation about the college-.
porting United Nation’s collective have an outstanding milit
,del training programs are all acMrs. Grau’s job is sparked by tion about registration or who ask
security action in Korea and the record.
\ I
tivities of the SJS Business Divi- little incidents that sometimes about a bulletin.
In a sense. the United Slates ,
Congo, and their loyalty to the EmMrs.
Grau
said
if
students
will
sion and its departments.
make the day amuoirw and some1)1i
\
l’t
ti
aid
as
the
flagship
sitters
such
revolt
a
palace
peror in crushing
Research is another essential times make it one ol "II,,,sit days " "sit down and really read the but- in December 1960.
, the Emperor as paytnent o t
letin" their questions will be anpart of division activities. Faculty
’LIVE BODIES?’
Evidence of U.S. military aid. Io n the U.S. communications
swered.
hambers carry on both independfacility in Asmara.
Take, for instance. the gentleThe bulletin is her main sourcel said to total between $40 million
,
and cooperative research in
"d’
"if4flUSISIE
re4(.
SS MACHINES
The facility. known as Kagness
can be
since?
1953,
million
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and
this
"II
.
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man
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of information She finds that vaM1 ..44- various fields of interest.
e .
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seen
they
take
live
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the
place
where
tato campus literature, also availThird & San Fonsaada
too!
global communications network ea
The Iiiisines, faculty is active in
bodies." Mrs. Grail’s reply sv,is del- able to students, is helpful also.: Ethiopia’s army and the ships of the
Arn-- ,r1.1
it I he ,ollege and business comits navy, including a reconverteil
WATCH FOR THE OPENING
initely negative, but iine can sc,.
F,ir questions that slump her, I eaplane tender outfitted Sc a cos
munity. Members participate in
we:
steurw ../zore.ew
-40:/w..et
that this was one of those qu.’s- she usually calls the department s’
OF OUR NEW STORE
conferences and programs, serve’
f s milli,cn.
lions which left her shaking
tsS
involved.
380 S. 1st
hold
adon advisory committees,
To one of the chief critics of th,
head in wonderment.
ministrative offices. contribute to
IEthi.,
HELPS P R OFFICE
U.S. aid program in
Ido’s Tuxedo Rental
OF THE
One person dead panne il.
anal and regional business pubBesides answering questions. Rep. Otto Passman, the
ions all offer consulting serv- "Where’s the information office
1527 5 k
CY 2-9102
;
ha.
di helps the Public Rein’ is a "luxury floating
’.:!,rent areas.
h
And if you fellows want to
’.44
She keeps a scrap- Haile St-’lassie "
down it vertain someone,
Friday November 23 and Saturday. November 24
Iippings appearing in local
To the Ethiopians. the yes-,
se catch some id the particulars I.
HOLLYWOOD ENTERTAINMENT
which
around
paper,
colhership
a
mot
..diverning
-athletic
non
s’s tore you ask Irs. t:ratt tor help
building a navy which include. :
,lt ails.
Dancing to music of Skip Rose and his Three Flats
s,s For example, don’t be like the lege
Mis. Grau also Ells the chore of U.S. patrol craft provided ii
strung man who wanted help in
Age minimum: 18 years
Hours: 9 p m - I ann.
Sett use.
ss;
locating a coed named Ann who typing material for the Campus
con,
.;
Guitars- Ban
aid
is
U.S.
the
of
Much
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MISSION
BLVD.
HAYWARD,
CALIFORNIA
Digi.st into her busy schedule.
s.‘ has brown e)es’.
tutted on equipping Ethiopia :
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source
information
lI’’.’
of
tor
questions
answering
liesides
including the 1st
stadents is the student location file divisions.
see our fine selection
ss people %op, ,..mte Ic. MI’S ;FAO
Emperor’s laxlyguant
which contains the No. 2 card all which is the
studcnts filled out during registra- division.
contend theii
’ion. She also keeps a file on pro-’ U.S. officals
tary assistance program in Al..,
’sot’s.
is primarily to help Africans main1884 W San Carlos
CY 7.7417
."
Her busiest time of year, she tain internal security.
,id. is during orientation week.
Security is given considerable imI herwise Friday afternoon seems
portance in Ethiopia. Defense
The Amer- to be the busiest.
CHICAGO I H ’I.
internal security spending ace... ;When grades come out things get for about 34 per cent of the nod,
ican Medical Association gave its
approval last week to human -smil- hectic. Many students think that budget of the Imperial Ethiopian
the cards in the student location government, compared with 12 pe,
ing on Thanksgiving Day.
cent for education and 1 per cerv
’Of course. sour doctor si ji I. II tile are grade cards.
IN
One question, not mentioned by iin agriculture.
yOU that
\ \
III’
,.?!.
Mrs. Grau, is surely asked by men
"li
In addition to the large ronlinirlcccd fOr
,airl. "But he ids,’ will admit Ili,. -indents svho elont realize she is ..iit of S. military advisers hen.
onee a year, it probably does nr It arried and the mother of two there are personnel front Sweden.
’rWay and Israel.
roal harm to stuff to the point h; hildren. Their queries probably
US. officials eonsider their mill--atisfaction, if saiu are otherw isc omething like, "What are you
1,,
urn
Representatives of the State of California will be on campus
11’br
ran I yct a .Job
1..ing Saturday night?"
, try assistance to Ethiopia a good
healthy and normal."
typing and Attrihand
/ha! , it make use ’if
Tuesday, November 27 to interview February 1963 graduates
to get giunl-pa long
tills
ge t, -ill 119
for employment in the following fields:
work

Look Your
Sii(irpest!

Ils

Ciatxte Mautla:-., the Ataintase
at 1 11.a. Will be
!reviewed by Dr. Helen H Macare, assistant professor of English, at
today’s 12:30 book talk in Rooms A and E of the cafeteria_
Mauriac. who is known as both an author and a Critie ic the Mon
of Francois Mauriac, a major Catholic Fieneh writer.
,
"He is intrigued I)) the new wave ot anti -novel and thinks of
himsell as writing with the atioup of novelist eftlerVIIII. in France since
1954," explained Dr Mucare,
’The Alarquise
e n t Out at
seI
,h1. hut fetween
VI:luriat tries
explore escnsiniri.... Mai goes on
Noah. ari1 t.,utoale ’it the minds of
A list of faculty members who
4,0,1 9,r al a CIIISSare willing to visit with studetil
of Paris.
u111,1’
groups and are willing to part,. ,
pill the irripres’He trics
pate in informal visits and sph
ing engagements will be KCl’..’j.)11 o,f ’1015 ti(S’it
IceNone oi the CO:Weill 11,1,4,1 novel
, Spin:aired
It11. Student Activities Office.
According to Alden Smith, as -cc,- gan at San Jose State in the 1957- teehniques are used said Or, Mac, nos. professor of speech and chair- 58 schoolyear Since that time more I are. MilUntiC dues not inelivate
man of the Faculty Council. far. than $8000.)0 dollars in research who is speaking.
Copies of book talk books may
ultY members who do not receive grants and contracts have been re-1
a copy of the letter and card may ceived from 20 difterent sponsors! he checked out at the Library’s
circulation desk for one week.
do so by calling the Public Bela- fur 611 seParate Prolec ts
Federal grants have supported’ Book reviews are open to stulions Office, Ext. 2331). and asking
with dents and faculty.
85 per cent of tho
tor a "Speiekers Bureau Card.11IThe committee was formed by ) funds amount :s
sds
ri
t he council in response to requests I year report ,. ,.I
BILINI.UAL
1.1011,
al letters to the editor appearing honor or
YORK
, An esti1
In -i’lirust and Parry- last spins:
hailed 2(1 million Am,
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-is their native tongue NfirrIP lanLmge
a
othei than English..’ ;ding to the Model n
’lIcIiu,tl of Ai,
’heir
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Are any of these your questions?

AMA Approves
Human-Stuffing’

SENIORS

CIVIL ENGINEERING

,LAGE

I

1.75
3.4570

BRIDGE ENGINEERING
Design and field work on bridges.
Employment in S.F. Bay Area.

ATTENTION!

(Division of San Francisco Bay Toll Crossings)

OUSE
On

e in and have
y dinner and
on our TY.

January and June
Graduates

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
For work with growing California Department of Water Resources. Employment in Sacramento and Los Angeles.

Investigate the outstanding

(Department of Water Resources)

career opportunities with the

HIGHWAY AND BRIDGE ENGINEERING
Design and field
engineering for the State freeway program. Employment Statewide.

nation’s leading growth bank
Interviews on November 29

(Division of Highways)

Contact your
Sign up for interview appointment
at the Placement Office

TRAINING SECTION
Eighth and Hill
Los Angeles, California

placement office

Is t1 necessary
to /Hirt business
experience to get a
good job
Interested in smirking with ilia
public in a job that ehallenges
your ability? Our Avis Eringness
will he at the placement offiee to
tell you about the good -paying
positions we have for college
girl,.

I’ll bi on
soon to bring you
the answers you want
to hear
placement office now for
an appointment
r. 74 462

See the

Pacific Telephone

Tuesday. Nov. 20. 1962

ASPARTAN DAILY

Modern Art of Fire Protection for College Communii
Its

TIM HAIM

In the 1880s, when a fire was
diseuered at SJS. the person
spotting it would yell. "Fire.
Fire. 11th and San Fernando."
Any passers-by would relay the
call downtown to the Market
Street foe station. where the
last man would ring the hue
firehouse bell.
Half - dressed men. tull
men. well-chessed men
men,
and a few boys Nould come running from all directions. as the
city still relied on soiunteer tire
protection.

dressed

Station 3 Maintains Constant Alert
tersection in the city. File card
3198 is similar to a football
play. For a one-alarm fire, a
specified quantity of men and
equipment responds,
But, if that patlieWar unit
is already on another fire and
cannot respond. a second plan
is mapped out. The city allows
fut five such alternate plans before outside help is called in.

cutting torch set and a deluge
set.
The deluge apparatus is it
giant -sized sersion of it lawn
sprinkler. As many as three
hoses can be hooked into it to
give a maximum spray of 3,000
gallons per minute through it
1 ’2 -inch nozzle. This device is
used in drenching large buildings.

aid Brazen attended SJS from
1955-318. Tom Gray, Joseph X.
Sanchez. Terry Caldwell, and
Don Ramos; are presently attending. Battalion Chief Tom
Higgins Jr. and Earl Conyers
round out the alumni headquartered at Station 3. Ra111,74, a decathlon man, is limbeting up for
the 1964 Olympics, in his off -

Esentually. the horse and
would
man -drawn equipment
rumble to the fire. hopetuOr to
prevent it Nom spreading tir
nearby homes.
PHANTOM BOX SYSTEM

This deNOT FOR LAWNS
luge set being assembled by San
Jose fire fighters from Station 3,
is capable of laying out 3,000
gallons of water per minute
through a 11/2 -inch nozzle. A
coupling in the rear of the set is
designed to accommodate three
fire hoses, able to take water
directly from special high pressure hydrants. The set is used in
drenching large buildings from
the ground. To the right rear of
right-hand fire fighter is a smoke
evacuation fan used in rapidly
clearing drapery-damaging
smoke from houses.

9/c cturfech
Ramsey Photo Studio
The Finest in
Graduation Portraits.’
Plan on haying your graduation
pictures taken early. Be proud
of your senior year with a portrait from Ramsey Studio.

Ramsey Studio
[027 Town & Country v

S.J.

R,on.

ARE YOU THIRSTY?
Have your taste buds been
deprived of the exquisite
taste of an ORANGE JULIUS?
Why deny yourself this elegant thirst quencher? For
only 15c even Dante would
have agreed "it’s a Devilish
Drink."
Corre- of 1st and San Fernando

GENERAL
ex-_er.* oro!

CY’ :L

If an alarm is called in to the
fire department’s Communication Central, the caller is asked
the intersection nearest trie fire.
Then. N hen the corner’s location is ascertained, three types
of signals are sent to the city’s
firehouses: vocal, punch tape

-

4 -Ply Knitting Worst(
300 oz.
This is just a SA", e
of the sayings at
,

SECOND ALARM
The second alarm is sent by
bell. First, a three. thcn a one,
then a nine, and finally an eight
would he rung out in each
house. While the vocal and bell
alerts are in progress. a third
des ice, the "Gamewill Tape:
punches out triangular patches
in a long paper ribbon. Here,
also, the numbers 3-1-9-8 appear
as three, one, nine and eight
punch holes.

ON THE WAY Capt. Ted Klein, (I) and
Battalion Chief George Vitek prepare to sw.,-1
their men into action following a "Gamewe I
Alarm." Captain Klein is making a note of
the number of punches appearing on the tape
in front of him. Each series of punch marks
Engine Co.’s 3 and 13, as well
as Truck Co. 3, are stationed at
Third and Martha Streets.
Eight firefighters at Station
3 have attended or are attending SJS. Firefighter Mike Castro played tennis for SJS when
"Butch" Krikorian. SJS’s tennis mentor, was playing. Rich -

:iA is the nation’s leading Development & Production
weapons systems.

REDEYE
advanced TERRIER

represents a number. When the merrage has
been completely "tapped," Chief Vitek looks
into the fire area. Both men are on "A" shift
et Station 3 at Third and Martha Sts., one of
the companies responding to fires at and around
the SJS community.

COLORS (11AM:ill

orange into his color scheme.

Less spectacular than the
aerial truck. but no less important, is the pumper. This engine.
by means of a special water
pump and 500-gallon tank, is
able to supply the aerial truck
with 750 gallons per minute of
water.

A green fire plug is capable
of delivering Low gallons of
water a minute. The mangedomed ones can spray between
500-1.000 gallons, while the redheads deliver under 500 gallons.

WATER LINES
Water Imes taken from a hose
truck, and connected to the
pumper, and in turn joined to
the aerial truck. can he strung
as far as 2,000 feet if necessary.

Take a closer look at those
wild hats the city firemen sport.
The red ones belong to t he
mant aerial truek cress, while
ihe Hack oms are worn by en vine and hose truck men.

Trucks are fine and colorful.
bat lt hat of the men ssho operate them^

While

dalmatian

red

dogs,

suspenders and gleaming silver
fire axes used to distinguish the
firemen of old, today’s counterpart has incorporated green and

many am
belong
tither A or
.!,der the
mo,tion of
Chiefs
Gcnrge Vilek and Tony Sapena.
Each shift normally employs 14
men on a 24 -hour on. 24 -hour
off basis. Many are family men.

Mal Education Department has
been inst rumental in helping
San Jose’s Civil Set vice Corn miss on to screen applicants for
fire fighting positions. The men
must be able to it., 36 pushups,
eight chins. jump 21 inches vertically overhead and be able
to carry a load equal to their
own weight in the fireman’s
Carry. Stiff mental and personality exams are also administered

An average fireman’s work
day
begins alter
breakfast.
Form ti-11 he might he cleaning
floors. airparatus or dein:: routine tidying operations. On stir-ified days. from 9 a.m. till 11,1,
they report to the drill tins.
for practice in jumping from
actual burning buildings, its sseli
as catching fire victims in
huge life net

miliDEINN EQUIPMENT
’lie

alarm

..:ystem

and

roluiremenis_ the engines

T:

TARTAR:

MAULER:

Supersonic sortzte to air g,,!ded
:11Ia

.Le ,;,F
-.

Tie REDEYE:
ADVANCED

o .4 -raft

till

SAVE ALL THE
YEAR ’ROUND

POMONA
DYNAMICS
opportunities in the following programs:

prime
contractor
for . . .

MEN AIM i
The men are
al health arn1
dist ribut Inc
the muscular
heru*t tund cam:
helping with it,
drives, Toys tr.:
Christmas, and
ior fireman pro:.
acquaint the cos
fire safety.
Station
the city’s Oft:. ;
16 station home,
of 23 fire
men are onis
men who make up
force

and hell.

The battalion chief in charge
of each station would refer to
3198 in his card file. The file
contains the names of every in -

ORANGE JULIUS

offers

Tixt* the corner of 11th and
San Salsador has a number like
esery other intersection in San
Jose. This corner. 3198. is a part
of the city’s Phantom Box System, a silent alarm procedure
whereby es cry coiner, whether
it has an alarm box. is considered to have one.

weal
r
aids and subri,i
the building ,,.
ward a cheek is
mine if the
cotrected.

The TYPHON:

7

TERRIER:

General Cynamics Pcmo,a Wais
...an pat in re dove!’:orne-.1 of t:-.8
mars :e cir,-;ein or.d otter
’oects rica ’,et
cnno.inced
fur Navy. Army ond Air Force.

located: Pomona is located in the heart of Southern California’s Playground near Los Angeles.
Suburban living with no traffic or commuting problems to and from the plant.

ale up to date as well.
Truck Co. 3 oasis is of one 1110 foot aerial ladder truck. When
its ladder is extended its full
height. special jacks inu,t tre
extended ott either sale of the
truck to prevent it from tipping.
Slung beneath the aerial ladder
are enough sections of aluminum laddering to build a 211 foot groond ladder. A
in the truck am liro
three-inch hose, a smoke t
a tor, scl f -COM fled NINO
:ipparal as. a pOrtal)11. elect
zeniqatia tarpaulins. a life
smoke mash eion

General Dynamics,Pomona offers: Professional AtmosphereTechnic& FreedomChallenging Assignments
opportunity to broaden your background and training
ipnzed EducationLiberal tuitisn program which enab;es tee engrcer the opportunity to obtain a MS
Degree through the UCLA Off -Campus Grange Belt Program.

Afternoons are usually occupied by fire prevention classes.
Every second week ..1
thi
month. Station 3’s men

THE YARN SHO
319 TOWN & COUN",,
San Jose (opposite 1
Open Mon & Thers ’

.

coo-deucce.-

OFFERS SAN _IC‘,fSTUDENTS & FACuLTi

GREEN FEE
1.00
18 holes

PAR 72
Grass Greens
& Fairways
Club House
Locker Rooms
Putting Greens
10th Tee Sna.

HILLVIEW
Golf Course
(Member Spartan fTully Rd. East Sa.
CL 1-4120
30000CCCCO"...Ce.e

Scottish Tar tan

ckitt..4

--plus the

in’sfration in Business Economics
Erg;neers interested in management moy porsue a Masters of B- s ne5’,
at Claremont Graduate School through a Genera: Dynamics Pomona spsnsored program.
Valuable experience is also pro /icier/ by vaned assignments. Our intesna: structure is flexible enough to
cow movement from one assignment to another.

Positions are open for Bachelors, Masters and Doctorate candidates
in the fields of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics.
Gu,GANCL
RELIABILITY
COMPUTER

STRESS AND WEIGHTS
THERMODYNAMICS AERODYNAMICS STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS Picnics . PROGRAMMING
TEST EOUIPMENT
MICROWAVE RADAR OPTICS
INSTRUMENT TECHNICAL WAITING
MISSILE SYSTEM ANALYSIS
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING ILO
FLIGHT ANALYSIS
FIELD
POWER AND CONtRILS
SERVICE
AUTOPILOT

Contact your placement office immediately to assure
yourself of a campus infervicu . I a personal infective
is not possible send a resume and grade lo-ans, apt to:
R. J. Daniele.College Recruiting C,e, .5 ,15.5 It. part.
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,v having the opportunity to at
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instead of going away to college. compared to $2,250 at Stanford
Dick Ziker president of the SDI (Gosh Darn Independents) -fraterUniversity. an outstanding private
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Getting set for a ride with Ziker on the group’s bicycle built
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for two is Bonnie Hart Looking on is house member Jud Gutheil.
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Did You Say Typewriters?

Bids for Grecian Fame

Well, more and more SIS stu- , for the blessing of a new weekend
dents have been lately, since the have been successfully planned and
advent of The House, an establish- pulled off without a hitch by the
ment on S. Seventh Street which status -conscious independents.
erimes closer to that definition,
Our
big
advantage."
s:rv than anything previously seen ’House President Dick Ziker,
around here,
that we have la-en able to fund i lee
Complete with a bicycle built without the ’greek curse of trek,
, for two and a doggy mascot , social budgets."
, named Buttons, the men of The I
"We keep a duty sheet on the
, House this year and last have de- kitchen wall.’ he said. "and Is-voted themselves to the art of the tween the six of us. the plao
"organized
independent
partY-- always kept clean."
Every type of function from paFor parties, the men all do the
decorating, and then set up a remote tape deck to provide the
music,
Pet -wise, The House is well off,
Buttons. a blown and white dog
if mixed ancestly. is the group’s
’AMP PENDLETON rUPIr
American
combat
troops
can mascot. "She’s the greatest little
match the ability of Orientals to food hustler you’ve ever seen.survive on a handful of rice with Ziker says. -People in apartments
no apparent ill effects, Marine for blocks around know her by
name. She makes her rounds
(
ps officials report.
Men of the 7th Regiment of the often."
Ist Marine Division tested the
theory during a four-day combat training exercise involving
Inith consentional %serial e techniques and counter-guerrilla maneuvers.
Each man carried one pound of
rice which had to he slreteheii
into 12 meals. Ti supplement the
rice diet, each man had one gallon
of wale? a day, six ounces of raisins, eight ounces of dried apricots.
12 bouillon cubes, 12 gumdrops and
small packages of coffee, tea.
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Exciting newspaper work from
your own desk in our office
FULL OR PART TIME - ABOVE AVERAGE EARNINGS

Interviews a+

461 Park, Room 4 Si-in ..kkr
9 a.m. to 9 p m.

et Lucky

(Based on the hilo/io, book -The Question M.o,

RULES: The Reuben hl Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
humor (up to fo). clarity and freshness (up to frs) and appropriateness (up
to 11), and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
,n the event of ties. Entries must be the originsl works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant’s own name There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month’s awards. Any entry received after April
30. 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company Any college student may enter the contest, except em
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, its eeverttsIng agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said ompioyees. Winners will be
notified by mail. Contest subiect to all federal, state, and local regulations
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Italian Sausage
Linguine
Mushroom & Salami

Mushroom & Linguise
Mushroom & Pepperoni
Mushroom & Sausage
Bell Pepper & Onion
Cugginos’ Special
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-42,-c

Ever
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lic a line first insertion
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THE ANSWER IS:

Luc
et
the taste to start with.. .the taste to stay with

A

THE QUESTION IS: WHAT DO YOU GET WHEN
MOST POPULAR REGULAR -SIZE CIGARETTE

YOU REQUEST A PACK OF THE
AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS?
Right! You get Lucky; you get the fine -tobacco taste of Lucky Strike. This great
taste is the best reason to start with Luckies ...the big reason why Lucky smokers
stay Lucky smokers. So get with it. Get Lucky today!
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THE ANSWER:
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Garlic & Sausage
;in Bernadino or -.
25 AWIrawa. C.Y 2
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Mushroom

or

SJS.

WOMEN

Earn Extra Money for Holidays

But, his personality isn’t sum Waling; his interests and pleasures
are narrow, his ambitionparatively low and he lackativity. The study was made by a
team of researchers header’ by Dv
Jules Golden of Albany Medical
College here.

CHINESE
CHECKERS
IluoH e

Anchoyie

RINTALS

$22.50 month , .--’shed room en.
Pined heat. Y
CV 7-1327
Men: Room ai,1

ALBANY, N.Y. I UPI I - A recent
pesychiatrie study of the so-called
"normal white male" shows he is
happy with his wife, almost as
happy with his work.

ANSWER:

16 Delicious Selections

See"-

Aveileble now. Ris. and Id. a Co -Ed
Manor ior remaining school year. Can’ I
tact Marcia Koehler or Mrs. Johns*. i
House Mother. CV 5.9675.

THE

break!

Health. P
A in-.

AND

NEED MONEY?

U

Cheese

Two watches found. Claim r THI6
57 Ford Fair!. 500 .
Hard proper ,denrif.cse.on.
g ,ord 5875 "I.( 2-0132.
Lost: Stingless dropped Cr. pro!. stand
4 app. apt. contracts for women. 357 S in So;. 142 Reward. John, CV 3 6020
.;
7 Phone 2536240
TRANSPORTATION
SS Allstate Mooed, use pedals or motor
2 girls reed ride to Yosomi+e Merced
’
- -64 or 164 S. 10th $70.
or Fresno, Nov. 21. Will pay. Call 378
1961 Roberts recorder, 4-track, speakers 5242 or 378-9030.
527C- ".5-r1 -a" 15612 0."’Rid. to L.A. for Thanksgiving. Call
App

CT 3 .283

Onion

1
.-, and style Typing
5:4.50.

as. ’or coring se

as,

MEN

nappy,

up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
’’Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

E1e-

Comer plenn;sg

"We’re nest to Cal Book’

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

Study Shows Male
Dull
But

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come

Boys to help morning and
’WN 8.6 h.o. srsir ,a,ars 2557220.
- 247-8850.
SERVICES
f .0 sem. Cheri- ,
I’ 8.0673.
"Expert typing Service" - do, 7.
7.1 CL 8-4335 or CL 1-1824.
Cu Air, overhauled r, Auto insurance for students. Ph 248
3-9337
2420. Chef Barley Ins. 385 5. Monroe S.

124 E. San Fernando

Since the States general fund
paid out $980 apiece for 69,322
fulltime students in 1960-61 and
expects to pay $1,120 apiece for
’cr ’040 students in 1963-64. it is

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:

mole unmet*. $37.5". .lng. Tim. Spa -re Li ,

31.9 major. brand
414, and WI and Taylor. I

a student body fee of about $20.

Play "Crazy Questions"

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

it..

Lou & Art’s
Restaurant

Marines Survive
On Oriental Diet

STUDENT

POMTEY, N.Y.
town council will consider
posal Nov. 26 to spena Sy.t,soh
buy a 10-year-old abandoned
g;
tattua tor use as the
toss ti 1,11
’Town Supervisor huh,,
Long said the gas station sa,
rem- equipped than thi
poser
town hall because it has
runnii
is tier, toilet facilities ah’i
ad
-elate heating.
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